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FAIR PLAY

WARM-UP - PLANET EARTH TRIVIA
1. How many continents are on Earth?  

A) Six B) Three C) Seven

2. What is the natural satellite that orbits the earth called?  

A) the space station B) the moon C) the lunar base

3. Which of the following is not one of the earth’s four oceans?  

A) Indian B) Mediterranean C) Atlantic

4. What does most of the world call the game of soccer?  

A) Football B) Kickball C) Green Chess

5. What soccer competition is one of the largest sporting events in the world?  

A) The Olympics B) Champions League C) FIFA World Cup

6. Modern soccer is said to have developed first in which country?  

A) Spain B) China C) England

7. How many people are there on Earth?  

A) about 5 billion B) about 7.5 billion C) over ten billion

8. What is the longest river on Earth?  

A) the Nile B) the Ganges C) the Red River

9. What is the highest mountain on Earth (based on height above sea level)?  

A) Mt. Everest B) Mt. Fuji C) Mt. Denali

10. What is the star at the center of Earth’s solar system called?  

A) Mercury B) the Sun C) the North Star

Answers:
1. C
2. B
3. B
4. A
5. C
6. C
7. B
8. A
9. A
10. B

F O R  T H E  F U N
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FAIR PLAY
F O R  T H E  C L A S S

 GAME INSTRUCTIONS: FOUR CORNERS OF THE GLOBE
Required Materials:
• Soccer Balls
• 4 large hoops
• Optional: Cones

Number of Participants: Any

Steps:
• Place the four hoops at each corner of the playing area. Split the students evenly between the 

four hoops and have one ball for each of them in the hoop.
• At the whistle (or other signal), students will run to a different hoop and get a ball. They have 

to dribble the ball with their feet back to the hoop they started from while avoiding the other 
players (who are doing the same thing but in a variety of directions). 

• The players cannot use their hands to move the balls. They also cannot try to prevent other 
players from taking balls from their hoop. 

• At the end of one to two minutes, the team with the most balls in their hoop wins.

Game Modifications
• Add cones to the center of the playing field to create additional objects for students to 

maneuver around.
• Move the hoops further apart or closer together to expand or limit the playing area. 
• Adjust the number of players on the field at any one time to make things easier or more difficult 

(more players makes things more complicated). 
• Add commands that students have to listen for such as “speed up,” “change direction,” or 

“knee bounce.”

COOL DOWN - QUESTIONS
1. When was a time that you saw someone not playing fair or not respecting the rules?

2. When was a time that you weren’t playing fair or weren’t respecting the rules and rights of others?

3. How does it feel when someone doesn’t respect the rules?

4. What rights do you have that you want other people to respect?

5. Why is it important to respect the rules? 
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FAIR PLAY
F O R  T H E  C L A S S  -  T E K S

TEKS FOR POSITIVE CHARACTER TRAITS
Strand: Citizenship

Trait(s): Fairness, Justice, Respect for Authority and Law

TEKS FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The following is a list of TEKS requirements relevant to the lesson and game, separated by grade level. Please refer 
to the referenced Subsections of section (b) Knowledge and Skills for each grade level for additional information. 

3rd Grade: 
3(D): Dribble a ball with control using both feet while slowly jogging
3(E): Kick a moving ball on the ground and in the air using a continuous running approach
4(C): Combine speed, direction, and force as directed by a teacher
12(A): Explain that personal actions have consequences for self and others
12(B): Demonstrate respect for differences and similarities in abilities of self and others
12(C): Explain and demonstrate self-management skills to control personal impulses and emotions

13(A): Demonstrate respect and cooperation through words and actions during various group activities

4th Grade: 
3(D): Dribble a ball with control alternating feet while changing both speed and direction with a partner
3(E): Identify and demonstrate the key elements in kicking patterns, including body position, weight transfer, and follow-through
4(C): Apply speed, direction, and force during dynamic activities and lead-up games
6(C): Exhibit appropriate sporting behavior during independent games and activities
12(A): Accept and take responsibility for personal actions that affect self and others
12(B): Demonstrate respect for differences and similarities in abilities of self and others
12(C): Demonstrate self-management skills to control personal impulses and emotions during dynamic activities and lead-up games
13(A): Discuss ways to resolve conflict in socially acceptable ways and respond to winning and losing with dignity and 
understanding
13(B): Identify effective communication to enhance healthy interactions while settling disagreements
13(C): Demonstrate respect for the feelings of others

5th Grade: 
3(D): Combine foot dribbling with other skills during dynamic activities and lead-up games
3(E): Demonstrate appropriate form when kicking and punting during dynamic activities and lead-up games
4(A): Demonstrate the appropriate use of open space and closing space in small groups during dynamic activities and lead-up games
6(C): Engage appropriately in physical activity, sporting behavior, and game etiquette without teacher cue
12(A): Accept and take responsibility for personal actions that affect self and others during dynamic activities and lead-up games
12(B): Accept responsibility and demonstrate respect for differences and similarities in abilities of self and others during dynamic 
activities and lead-up games
12(C): Apply self-management skills to demonstrate self-control of impulses and emotions during dynamic activities and lead-up games
13(A): Explain the importance of and demonstrate how to resolve conflict in socially acceptable ways and respond to winning and 
losing with dignity and understanding
13(B): Identify and describe effective communication to enhance healthy interactions while settling disagreements
13(C): Identify and describe the concepts of empathy and mutual respect for the feelings of others

SEL COMPETENCY
Social Awareness. This is students’ ability to understand the experience of others and to empathize 
regardless of whether or not they have personal experiences that are relatable. 

Fair play requires that students respect the rights of others. Respect is a central precept of social 
awareness. Without respect for one another, there can be no empathy.
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FAIR PLAY

CORE TEACHING
Fair Play: Respecting the rules and the rights of others.

Without rules and boundaries, we don’t know what’s fair or unfair. We all have some innate sense of right and 
wrong. But without guidelines from our parents, teachers, and community, that sense of what’s right won’t turn 
into the correct actions. 

Rules help to protect the rights of ourselves and others. When we respect the rules, it really means we’re respecting 
the rights of other people. If we don’t respect their rights, how can we expect them to respect our rights? 

In sports, fair play is about mutual respect between teammates and opponents. When you are committed to 
playing fair (to respecting the rules and the rights of others), then there’s no room for mistreating your teammates 
or the other team. You might have an opportunity to cheat, but you aren’t going to take it because respect for the 
rules and the rights of others is more important. 

One important thing that fair play teaches is that although someone may be your opponent today, that doesn’t 
mean they’re going to be your opponent forever. Someday, they may be on your team, too. What are they going 
to think about being your teammate if they know you don’t follow the rules?

If we want other people to follow the rules, then we have to follow the rules, too. Rules only have the gravity that 
we give them. If no one follows the rules, then they might as well not exist. And without those rules, who gets to 
say what’s fair or unfair? Without rules, how do we know if we’re respecting the rights of others or if our own rights 
are being disrespected?

F O R  T H E  C O A C H

BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
Opportunities to REPEAT the rules. Repetition is what makes information stick in our minds. If we want our 
students to follow the rules, then we have to be willing to repeat the rules multiple times over a long span of time. 
Saying the same words over and over isn’t where rule-setting ends, though. Kids also want to understand why those 
rules are in place.

Opportunities to EXPLAIN the rules. Students are more likely to follow rules that they understand. For example, 
if they don’t know why they are supposed to be quiet when the teacher is talking, they may find it difficult to do. 
Explain that they need to be quiet to respect the right of others to hear what the teacher has to say.

Opportunities to DISCUSS ways to show respect for others. Take time to have a conversation with students about 
what respect for others looks like. Listening when someone else is speaking is a sign of respect. So is waiting our turn 
in line. Raising our hand before speaking in class is another sign of respect for the teacher and our classmates.
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FAIR PLAY
F O R  T H E  FA M I LY

Fair Play: Respecting the rules and the rights of others.

Parents, educators, and the community all play a role in helping kids to understand what rules are and why 
they should follow them. The main reason that rules matter is because it shows respect for the rights of 
other people. Rules are in place to protect our rights and the rights of others. 

Fair play is respecting the rules and the rights of others. Think about soccer. The rules say that you can’t 
touch the ball with your hands and that you can’t hurt another person while trying to maneuver the ball. 
When players respect the rules and each other, the game runs smoothly and it’s a fun time for all. When 
someone breaks the rules, there’s grumbling and unhappiness on all sides instead. 

Kids have an ingrained sense of fair and unfair, but that vague sense is shaped by the adults in their lives. 
If we don’t respect the rules, how can we expect our kids to do so? If we don’t respect the rights of others, 
how can we expect our kids to do that, either? 

That doesn’t mean rules are always right or that they always do a good job of protecting everyone’s rights. 
But they give us a starting place to come to common ground with our neighbors. That’s why it’s so important 
that our kids learn how to follow the rules at a young age. It’s not because we want them to be mindless 
drones for the rest of their lives. It’s because we want them to have a solid basis of respect for others. 

When they’re older, they can begin to 
question the validity of rules and if the rules 
actually protect the rights of everyone. At 
their current age, our kids just need to get 
down the concept of respect for the rights of 
others and for the rules. 

Rules protect our rights and the rights of 
our neighbors. When we engage in fair 
play, we respect those rules and the rights 
that they protect. 

///  BEST 5  ///
THE BEST FIVE MINUTES OF THE WEEK

What are some of your household rules?

How do those rules protect the rights of everyone 
in the house?

What are the consequences for everyone when 
someone doesn’t follow the rules?

How do you handle rules that you disagree with?

If you were making the rules, what rule(s) would you 
put in place to protect the rights of others?


